The 6 Best Online Audio Editors for Any Music Producer
When it comes to making music, tools like online audio editors deliver some big benefits. From ease of
use to affordability, these platforms have a lot to offer.
In this guide, we’ll tell you everything you need to know about online audio editing platforms. What
you’ll find here will help you pick the best one for your music production needs.
Here’s the best online audio editors that caught our attention.

1. Creator from LANDR Samples
Let’s kick things off with Creator, the beatmaker for LANDR Samples.
Now, most online beat makers won’t qualify as an audio editor because they usually sequence preset
samples.
Creator separates itself from the crowd because it allows you to combine up to eight real audio samples
from LANDR’s extensive sample library.
What’s more, Creator will time stretch and pitch shift any audio samples into any set BPM or key,
meaning that you can hear how any sample sounds together no matter its key or tempo.

2. TwistedWave Audio Editor
TwistedWave’s Audio Editor platform might not be the slickest, but it’s one of the easiest to use. It’s
ideal for recording ideas on your phone and editing them later. The platform automatically stores and
processes files on your Google Drive, so you won’t have to download them.
TwistedWave offers free and paid subscriptions, with the free tier allowing you to edit files up to five
minutes long.

3. Audacity
This open-source platform is free, easy to use, and full of great features. It offers production effects
options and high sample rates.
You’ll find everything you need here to create and experiment intuitively.
While it’s not an online DAW that can be accessed from a browser—it’s still one of the best free DAWs
out there!

4. Audio Trimmer
Audio Trimmer is designed to make music and audio production as easy as possible. It’s free to use and
is streamlined for quick and easy editing sessions. Plus, there’s a nifty online ringtone feature.

5. Bear Audio Tool
This online audio editor is packed with stellar features. From pitch effects to YouTube export options,
the Bear Audio Tool is great for music production.
There’s even a royalty-free music and sound effects library to explore.

6. Audio Joiner
This free audio editor doesn’t come with fancy production assets that others offer on this list.
However, it’s extremely easy to use and good at combining audio tracks. It supports more than 300
audio formats over an intuitive editing platform.
Audio Joiner isn’t ideal for exploring complex music production, but it’s great for capturing ideas and
splicing them together.
Since inspiration usually doesn’t work around your schedule, online audio editors are great for creating
anytime and anywhere. And if you’re just starting out, they’ll help you create quickly and easily.

